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Abstract

This report describes the conceptual steps in reaching the design of the AWAKE experiment currently under construction at CERN.
We start with an introduction to plasma wakefield acceleration and the motivation for using proton drivers. We then describe the
self-modulation instability — a key to an early realization of the concept. This is then followed by the historical development
of the experimental design, where the critical issues that arose and their solutions are described. We conclude with the design of
the experiment as it is being realized at CERN and some words on the future outlook. A summary of the AWAKE design and
construction status as presented in this conference is given in [1].
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1. Introduction1

Particle accelerators are the fundamental research tools of the2

high energy physics community for studying the basic laws that3

govern our Universe. Experiments conducted at the LHC will4

give us new insights into the physical world around us. Com-5

plementing this, future lepton–lepton and lepton–hadron collid-6

ers should reach the TeV scale. Circular electron accelerators7

are not feasible at these energies; hence future TeV electron ac-8

celerator designs are based on linear colliders. However, as the9

beam energy increases, the scale and cost of conventional accel-10

erators become very large. For a linear accelerator, the size and11

cost depend on the maximum accelerating gradient in radiofre-12

quency (RF) cavities. At present, metallic cavities achieve max-13

imum accelerating gradients around 100 MV/m. To reach the14

TeV scale in a linear accelerator, the length of the machine is15

therefore tens of kilometers.16

It is natural to think about how to make future machines more17

compact, and plasma acceleration is a possible solution. A18

plasma is a medium consisting of ions and free electrons; there-19

fore, it can sustain very large electric fields (> GV/m) [2, 3].20

In the last few decades, more than three orders of magnitude21

higher acceleration gradients than in RF cavities have been22

demonstrated with plasmas in the laboratory [4, 5]. Beam-23

driven plasma wakefield acceleration experiments performed at24

SLAC [5] successfully doubled the energies of some of the elec-25

trons in the initial 42 GeV beam in less than 1 m of plasma.26

Generally speaking, a plasma acts as an energy transformer;27

it transfers the energy from the driver (laser or particle bunch)28

to the witness bunch that is accelerated. Current proton syn-29

chrotrons are capable of producing high energy protons, reach-30

ing up to multi TeVs (the LHC), so that a new accelerator fron-31

tier would be opened if we could efficiently transfer the energy32

in a proton bunch to a witness electron bunch. This paper out-33

lines the evolution of ideas which finally results in AWAKE, the34

experiment that will use proton bunches for the first time ever35

to drive plasma wakefields.36

2. Plasma Wakefield Acceleration37

Plasma-based acceleration was recognized in 1979 as a pos-38

sible high-gradient alternative to conventional radio-frequency39

acceleration [6]. The authors considered high-intensity laser40

pulses to drive the plasma wakefield. Soon after it was real-41

ized that charged particle bunches could also drive large am-42

plitude wakefields in a scheme known as the plasma wakefield43

accelerator (PWFA) [7]. In the PWFA, the mostly transverse44

space charge field of the relativistic particle bunch displaces45

the plasma electrons. In the case of a negatively charged par-46

ticle bunch, the plasma electrons are expelled from the bunch47

volume. They are then attracted back towards the axis by the48

net positive charge left behind the bunch head, overshoot and49

sustain the plasma oscillations. The excited wakefields usually50

have accelerating (decelerating) longitudinal components and51

transverse focusing (defocusing) components with comparable52

amplitudes. In the linear wakefield regime, these fields vary53

periodically behind the drive bunch and have aπ/2 phase dif-54

ference.55

The angular frequencyωp of the plasma wave is fixed by the56

local plasma densityn0: ωp =
√

4πn0e2/me, whereme is the57

electron mass ande > 0 is the elementary charge. On the time58

scale of a few wave oscillations, the much heavier plasma ions59

can be considered immobile. The plasma wave or wake is tied60

to the drive bunch, and its phase velocityvph is close to that of61

the drive bunchvb and to the speed of lightc. Its wavelength is62

therefore≈ λp = 2π/kp = 2πc/ωp. The maximum amplitude63

of the longitudinal electric field in the wave is on the order of64

the wave breaking fieldE0 = mecωp/e [8]. The plasma wave is65

most effectively driven by a bunch with a length on the order of66

the wave period:σzb ≈ λp/
√

2π [9].67

Experimental results demonstrating the driving of plasma68

wakefields by a relativistic electron bunch and the acceleration69

of a witness bunch were first published in 1988 [10]. In re-70

cent years, PWFA research has been led by the experimental71

program at SLAC [11]. Their experiments with single, 42 GeV72

electron bunches with 2×1010 particles inσzb = 20µm have73

demonstrated the energy gain by trailing electrons of 42 GeV74

in 85 cm of plasma [5]. This corresponds to an accelerating75

gradient in excess of 50 GeV/m sustained over a meter-scale76

distance. Current experiments at SLAC-FACET aim at demon-77

strating large energy gain (on the order of the incoming parti-78

cles energy,≈ 20 GeV) with a narrow final energy spread by a79

separate witness bunch [12, 13].80

3. Proton drivers81

A future linear electron accelerator, such as the ILC [14],82

should produce bunches with several×1010 particles each with83

∼ 250 GeV of energy. These bunches carry about 1 kJ of energy84

each, and therefore FACET-like drive bunches carrying about85

60 J would require staging of many plasma sections to reach the86

desired energy. An alternative to this staging approach is to use87

a drive bunch carrying many kilojoules of energy. Such bunches88

are routinely produced by the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron89

(SPS, 450 GeV, 3× 1011 protons,∼ 20 kJ) or Large Hadron90

Collider (LHC, 6.5 TeV, 1.2× 1011 protons,∼ 125 kJ).91

The concept of proton-driven plasma wakefield acceleration92

made its appearance in 2009 after proof-of-principle simula-93

tion papers [15, 16]. In these simulations, an incoming 10 GeV94

electron bunch gained 650 GeV in 400 m of plasma driven by95

a 100µm-long, 1 TeV proton bunch. It was also realized that a96

high energy transfer efficiency between the driver and the wit-97

ness was possible for proton energies above 1 TeV [16].98

The extremely short driver length required for efficient exci-99

tation of the plasma wave presents a serious obstacle to a re-100

alization of the concept. The CERN proton bunches available101

today are approximately 10 centimeters long (the root-mean-102

square length,σzb) and are ineffective at driving large wakefield103

amplitudes. From conservation of the longitudinal phase vol-104

ume we can derive that a factor of 103 longitudinal compression105

of the 6.5 TeV LHC bunch (energy spread 0.01%) would result106

in a 100µm bunch with a 10% energy spread, that is 650 GeV107

2
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Figure 1: Example of a self-modulated proton bunch resonantly driving plasma
wakefields sustained by the plasma density perturbation (OSIRIS simula-
tions [34]). Beam parameters are optimized for visibility of the effect.

for this bunch energy. A compressor capable of delivering this108

huge energy spread to the proton bunch would be prohibitively109

expensive and maybe as complicated as the ILC itself. Simu-110

lations [16] also show that state-of-the-art proton bunches have111

no safety margin in the transverse emittance, so the longitudinal112

phase volume cannot be much reduced by blowing up the trans-113

verse phase volume. Even for lower energy proton bunches,114

the longitudinal compression to sub-millimeter scales requires115

a long RF system to provide the necessary energy chirp along116

the bunch [17–20].117

An alternative to extreme bunch compression is multi-bunch118

wave excitation. In this scheme the plasma wave is resonantly119

driven by a train of short microbunches spaced one wakefield120

period apart. It is exactly this scheme that was first proposed121

as the plasma wakefield accelerator in [7]. The multi-bunch122

excitation was demonstrated experimentally by several groups123

[21–25] and studied in several theoretical and simulation papers124

[26–33]. To estimate the required compression rate we assume125

the wave is driven byN microbunches in the plasma of the same126

densityn0 = 1015 cm−3 as was used in [16]. The train length is127

thenNλp ≈ N mm. Each microbunch must fit roughly 1/4 of128

the wakefield period to be focused and decelerated simultane-129

ously. The longitudinal space occupied by the driver thus has130

to be reduced from∼ 2σzb to Nλp/4. Correspondingly, the en-131

ergy spread must increase 8σzb/(Nλp) times. For the 6.5 TeV132

LHC bunch andN = 10, the final energy spread is about 0.5%133

or∼ 30 GeV, which is still large but will not make the machine134

prohibitively expensive. If the bunch is not compressed, then135

N ∼ 2σzb/λp & 100.136

4. The self-modulation instability137

The conventional method of beam bunching involves energy138

chirping along the beam and subsequent longitudinal redistri-139

bution of the beam charge in a region with nonzero momen-140

tum compaction factor [17, 20]. This method conserves the141
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Figure 2: Typical distribution of the beams at (a) the entrance to the plasma,
(b) after propagating 4 m in the plasma, and at (c) the exit from the plasma cell.
Electrons first appear atz= 4, m and the laser pulse is the line atz−ct = 0. The
laser pulse quickly creates the plasma and thus seeds the SMIfor the proton
bunch. The case of side injected electrons is shown.

beam charge and makes optimal use of accelerated protons1.142

The plasma offers another method that relies on a beam–plasma143

instability. The instability is caused by mutual amplification144

of the rippling of the beam radius and the resulting plasma145

wave, which selectively focuses or defocuses different slices146

of the beam. Under proper conditions, the instability splits the147

beam into microbunches spaced by exactly one plasma wave-148

length (Fig. 1). Beam particles initially located between the mi-149

crobunches are defocused by the plasma wave and form a wide150

halo around the bunch train (Fig. 2). Although plasma-based151

bunching is energy inefficient (as a major fraction of the proton152

beam energy is lost in the halo), it is relatively cheap and easy,153

so it is ideally suited for first proof-of-principle experiments on154

proton driven wakefield acceleration.155

The instability of interest is the self-modulation instability156

(SMI), which belongs to the large family of beam–plasma in-157

stabilities (see review [35]). The SMI can be viewed as the158

axisymmetric mode of the transverse two-stream (TTS) insta-159

bility [36, 37]. The latter is characterized by a low beam density160

nb ≪ n0, radial beam non-uniformity, and high relativistic fac-161

tor of the beam. The SMI is a convective instability that grows162

both along the bunch and along the plasma.163

It was noticed in simulations [38] that the SMI initiated by164

a small seed perturbation transforms a long particle beam into165

a bunch train. The seed perturbation is needed to give prefer-166

ence to a single unstable mode. Otherwise a competitive growth167

of several modes would inevitably destroy the beam even in the168

fully axisymmetric setup [30, 39]. If an externally seeded mode169

dominates, it suppresses growth of other modes and producesa170

train of well-separated microbunches. Three-dimensionalsim-171

ulations [40] confirmed that non-axisymmetric modes of the172

TTS instability (hosing modes [36, 37]) are also suppressedif173

the seed perturbation is strong enough. The formed bunches174

propagate stably during very long distances, provided thatthe175

nonlinear regime is avoided [41]. This result has opened the176

1A completely new proton accelerator capable of producing and accelerat-
ing short bunches of protons would be even better.
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path to experimental verification of proton driven plasma wake-177

field acceleration.178

The parasitic instabilities could originate from shot noise,179

which is very low for long beams [42], so the seed wakefield180

does not have to be very strong either. A short electron bunch181

[42], a powerful laser pulse [43], a sharp cut in the bunch182

current profile [40, 44], or a relativistic ionization frontco-183

propagating within the drive bunch can seed the SMI quite184

well. Analytical and numerical calculations, however, have185

shown that bunches with long rise times (longer than or about186

the plasma wavelength) do not produce stable bunch trains187

[30, 38, 39]. A quantitative theory which would determine the188

minimum acceptable seed strength is still missing. Available189

theoretical studies are mainly focused on the linear stage of190

the instabilities in the case of narrow beams with a constant191

emittance [41, 45, 46]. However, this problem is not of a vital192

importance now, since a sufficient seeding method was chosen193

for the first experimental realization, which is a co-propagating194

ionization front created by a short laser pulse (Fig. 2). In this195

method, the forward part of the proton bunch freely propagates196

in the neutral gas and does not contribute to wakefield forma-197

tion. The plasma interacts with the rear part only (defined as198

the part of the proton bunch coming after the laser pulse) and199

this is identical in practice to a sharply cut bunch. This method200

has an additional advantage of solving the problem of plasma201

creation as well.202

As a long-term prospect, acceleration of electrons in the203

wake of a self-modulating 7 TeV LHC beam was also stud-204

ied [47]. A test electron bunch was accelerated to 6 TeV, thus205

proving the capability of the self-modulation scheme to reach206

a multi-TeV energy scale with state-of-the-art proton beams.207

The high energy gain is only possible in a longitudinally non-208

uniform plasma with a small density step in the region of in-209

stability growth [48]. The density step modifies the beam evo-210

lution in such a way that the beam shape stops changing at the211

moment of full microbunching [49]. Otherwise the beam self-212

organization will not stop at microbunching and will proceed213

to destroy the microbunches soon after the maximum field is214

reached. The reason lies in the slow motion of the defocus-215

ing field regions with respect to the bunch. The field evolution216
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Figure 4: Calculated energy spectrometer images of the SPS proton beam with
and without the plasma [52].

for the stepped plasma profile is shown in Fig. 3 in compari-217

son with the uniform plasma case for the LHC beam. With the218

density step, the wakefield is preserved for a long distance at a219

large fraction of the maximum amplitude. It is particularlyre-220

markable that long acceleration distances are possible without221

additional focusing of the proton beam by external quadrupoles;222

these were an essential part of the initial concept [15, 16].The223

addition of the plasma density step is thus considered a likely224

upgrade of the AWAKE experiment.225

5. Early outline of the experiment226

Two beams of different energies were analyzed as possible227

candidates for the first experiment on proton driven plasma228

wakefield acceleration: a 24 GeV beam in the Proton Syn-229

chrotron (PS) and 450 GeV beam in the SPS. At low ener-230

gies (24 GeV), the excited fields turn out to be much lower be-231

cause of the quick emittance-driven blowup of the beam radius232

[47, 50]. Therefore the SPS proton beam was chosen. The233

ten meter long plasma envisaged for the first experiment is too234

short to produce a reliably measurable energy change of the235

proton beam [51, 52] (Fig. 4). Therefore, injection of exter-236

nally produced electrons becomes a must for probing the ex-237

cited wakefields. With the addition of the electron beam, the238

broad outlines of the experiment were settled, and the project239

was proposed for realization at CERN in the Letter of Intent240

[53], which was submitted to the SPS Committee in May 2011.241

The experiment was recommended for further review, including242

preparation of a Design Report.243

The first version of the experimental layout is shown in244

Fig. 5. The proton beam delivered from the SPS ring propa-245

gates through the∼10 m long plasma cell, excites the wakefield,246

and becomes modulated by this wakefield. The short laser pulse247

propagates collinearly with the proton beam and serves the dual248

function of creating the plasma and seeding the SMI. The elec-249

tron bunch collinear with the proton beam is accelerated by250

the wakefield and characterized with a magnetic spectrometer.251

The proposed location for the experiment was the TT4/TT5 hall252

(in the so called West Area) into which the 450 GeV beam is253

transported through the TT61 tunnel. Studies underlying this254

early stage of the project are documented in papers [47, 54] and255

conference proceedings [51, 52, 55–58]. The main beam and256

plasma parameters for the earliest vision of the experimentare257

given in the first data column of Table 1.258

4



Figure 5: First layout of the experimental installation (from [53]).

Table 1: Evolution of baseline parameters for the AWAKE experiment.

Parameter Letter of Intent Design Report Current State
(2011) (2013) (2015)

Plasma species Li, Cs, or Ar Rb Rb
Plasma density,ne0 7× 1014 cm−3 7× 1014 cm−3 7× 1014 cm−3

Plasma source not decided gas cell & laser gas cell & laser
Proton bunch population,Nb 1.15× 1011 3× 1011 3× 1011

Proton bunch length,σzb 12 cm 12 cm 12 cm
Proton bunch radius,σrb 200µm 200µm 200µm
Proton energy,Wb 450 GeV 400 GeV 400 GeV
Proton bunch normalized emittance,ǫbn 3.5µm 3.5µm 3.5µm
Electron injection method not decided side oblique
Electron bunch radiusσre – 200µm 250µm
Electron energyWe – 16 MeV 16 MeV

6. Plasma uniformity challenge259

For the baseline plasma density, the plasma wavelength is
rather short,λp ≈ 1.26 mm, so the number of micro-bunches
is large,N ∼ σzb/λp ∼ 100. Fields of this number of bunches
can add coherently only if the eigenfrequency of plasma oscil-
lations is kept constant along the plasma, otherwise the beam
bunches would arrive at the wrong phase of the plasma oscilla-
tion. Computer simulations of perturbed density plasmas [59]
show that the instability is less sensitive to plasma density non-
uniformities than the linear theory [60] or simple estimates sug-
gest. The accelerated electrons, however, are sensitive, and the
reason is illustrated in Fig. 6. As the electrons enter a region
of detuned plasma density, the plasma wavelength changes, as
does the phasing of the plasma wave with respect to accelerated

electrons. If the density increases with respect to the design
valuene0, the plasma wavelength shortens, and the defocusing
phase of the wave catches up to the electrons and scatters them
transversely [Fig. 6(a)]. If the density reduces, the wavelength
gets longer, and the electrons fall into the decelerating phase
of the wave [Fig. 6(c)]. These effects are less serious for the
protons because of their large longitudinal momentum. These
simple arguments lead to a simple engineering formula for max-
imum acceptable density perturbation,

δne/ne0 = 0.25/N, (1)

which is also confirmed by simulations [59].260

The required density uniformity is thus in the order of 0.25%.261

This unprecedentedly small number limits the choice of plasma262

5
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source to a single option – instant ionization of a highly uniform263

rubidium vapor by a co-propagating laser pulse [61, 62]. The264

choice of rubidium is determined by the low ionization poten-265

tial and heavy atomic mass which was shown necessary to avoid266

deleterious effects associated with background plasma ion mo-267

tion [63, 64], which could suppress transverse and longitudinal268

wakefields leading to early saturation of the self-modulation in-269

stability and stop the acceleration of witness electron bunches270

[63, 64]. In the plasma source, the rubidium vapor is kept in271

thermodynamic equilibrium with a constant-temperature closed272

volume.273

7. Phase velocity issues274

Since the drive beam shape changes in the plasma, the phase275

velocity of the excited wakefield is not equal to the proton beam276

velocity. The difference is especially large for the first 4 me-277

ters. As the SMI grows, the effective wakefield phase velocity278

is slower than that of the drive bunch [49, 65, 66] as seen in279

Fig. 7. The slow wave is problematic for accelerated particles280

for the same reason as for the plasma non-uniformity: the defo-281

cusing phase of the wave can scatter particles while wave crests282

travel back along the beam. Defocusing of protons does not283

have such a detrimental effect, as this is how the instability de-284

velops. To avoid the phase velocity problem, it was proposed285

to inject electrons into the plasma wave at the stage of fullyde-286

veloped self-modulation [65]. Tapering the plasma densitywas287

also discussed in this context [60, 66].288

The self-modulation fully develops and the wakefield phase289

velocity approaches the speed of light atz ≈ 4 m (Fig. 7). This290

would be the optimal place to inject electrons if we intendedto291

use only the speed-of-light stage of the wakefield. A vacuum292

gap in the plasma which could allow electron delivery directly293

0
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, 
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Figure 7: Positions along the bunch (z− ct) where the wakefields are both ac-
celerating and focusing for witness electrons (shown in grey) as a function of
propagation along the plasma. This position varies over thefirst 4 m of prop-
agation and remains at the samez− ct after that. The parameters used in the
simulation are those of the Design Report baseline design (2nd data column in
Table 1), although here also serve to illustrate the effect in general.

to the axis at this location is difficult to realize without produc-294

ing a nonuniform region of the plasma. Because of this, the only295

option seen in the early design of the experiment was side in-296

jection at some small angle with respect to the drive beam axis.297

A fraction of the electrons reaches the beam axis, dephases,ac-298

cumulates at the peak accelerating wakefield and forms short299

bunches in several consecutive accelerating buckets. The elec-300

trons are then accelerated to high energies with a narrow en-301

ergy spread (in the order of several percent). The side injec-302

tion scheme relaxes the timing tolerances for injection andhas303

a particle trapping efficiency up to 50%. The optimum injection304

energy found from simulation is 16 MeV. This is exactly the en-305

ergy for which the initial electron velocity equals the wakefield306

phase velocity at the self-modulation stage. The minimum in-307

jection angleαmin depends on the relativistic factor of electrons308

γe: αmin ≈ 0.5γ−2
e [67]. Simulations indicate that the angle pro-309

viding the highest accelerated charge is an order of magnitude310

higher (∼5 mrad).311

The design of the electron beam injection to the plasma312

evolved as attendant effects came to be better understood. To313

preserve the density uniformity, it is advantageous to let elec-314

trons in by the same entrance valve, but with an additional hole315

[Fig. 8(a)]. Also, this scheme allows freedom in adjusting the316

place and angle of injection. However, the low energy elec-317

tron beam may be disrupted by the electric fields induced by318

the proton bunch which are especially strong near the entrance319

valve. Screening of the electron beam thus becomes neces-320

sary [Fig. 8(b)]. Another deleterious effect is electron scatter-321

ing on the rubidium gas, which roughly doubles the electron322

beam radius at the focus point. The solution free from all of323

the above problems was to transport the electron beam through324

a narrow vacuum tube separated from the gas volume by a thin325

foil [Fig. 8(c)]. This solution was considered as the baseline326

variant until the discovery of better injection methods.327
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Figure 8: Various designs of electron beam side injection.

8. Supporting simulations328

From the very beginning, the development of proton driven329

plasma wakefield acceleration has been guided by computer330

simulations. However, self-modulation of a long proton beam331

in the real geometry turned out to be a difficult task for sim-332

ulation codes. Parameters of the experiment fall far beyond333

the area for which most codes were originally developed and334

tuned. The smallest scales that must be resolved in simulations335

are those of the plasma wave:ω−1
p for time andc/ωp for length.336

If compared with the plasma wavelength, beams and interaction337

distances are very long. In AWAKE, proton bunches of length338

up to 3000c/ωp must propagate 50000c/ωp in the plasma. The339

energy depletion length for this beam is about 106c/ωp. In [47],340

electrons propagate 1.2× 108c/ωp to gain 6 TeV. For compari-341

son, the electron beam used in the SLAC experiments [5] was342

shorter than 10c/ωp and propagated up to 85000c/ωp.343

Because of the complexity of the problem, several well344

benchmarked codes were used in AWAKE related studies: ki-345

netic LCODE [68–70], fluid LCODE [28], OSIRIS [34], Quick-346

PIC [71], and VLPL [72, 73]. Different plasma models im-347

plemented in these codes made it possible to choose the op-348

timum simulation tool for each task. The interplay of the349

SMI and non-axisymmetric (hosing) perturbations was stud-350

ied with three-dimensional particle-in-cell codes VLPL and351

OSIRIS. Axisymmetric beam perturbations in the axisymmet-352

ric plasma wave were mainly simulated with two-dimensional353

LCODE and OSIRIS and cross-checked with QuickPIC. Pa-354

rameter scans were made with LCODE, as it is quasi-static and355

fast. The simulations of beam–plasma interactions presented356

in this paper were produced with kinetic LCODE unless stated357

otherwise.358

To get confidence in simulation results, two special tests were
formulated that bear on two key physical effects of interest.
Test 1 is the long term evolution of a small amplitude plasma
wave. In this test, the proton beam density is

nb = 0.5nb0 e−r2/2σ2
r

[

1+ cos

(
√

π

2
ξ

σz

)]

, |ξ| < σz

√
2π, (2)

and zero otherwise. Hereξ = z − ct, σr = σz = c/ωp and359

nb0 = 0.1ne0; the proton beam is assumed to be unchangeable,360

and plasma ions are immobile. We follow the excited wakefield361

up to the distance 3000c/ωp behind the driver and give atten-362

tion to the average wave period and conservation of the wake-363

field amplitude. The wakefield amplitude must stay constant364

at approximately 0.0725E0. The average wave period must be365

close to 1.0005λp; it must exceedλp because of nonlinear ef-366

fects [74]. The driver (2) excites a wave of approximately the367

same amplitude as the hard cut edge of the proton beam does.368

The distance 3000c/ωp is 5σzb for the baseline plasma density.369

The test shows how well the initial seed perturbation is repro-370

duced by the code. Figure 9(a–c) illustrates that the kinetic371

LCODE passes the test when set to high resolution and fails at372

lower resolutions. Figure 9(d,e) shows agreement between fluid373

LCODE and QuickPIC in reproducing the spatial profile of the374

wave at a large distance behind the driver.375

Test 2 concerns the growth of the seeded self-modulation in-
stability. The beam parameters are those from the first data col-
umn of Table 1. At the entrance to the plasma (atz = 0) the
beam density is

nb = 0.5nb0 e−r2/2σ2
rb

[

1+ cos

(
√

π

2
ξ

σzb

)]

,

− σzb

√
2π < ξ < 0, (3)

and zero otherwise. Here

nb0 =
Nb

(2π)3/2σ2
rbσzb

, (4)

the beam energy spread isδWb = 135 MeV, the transverse emit-376

tance isǫb = 8µm mrad, and plasma ions are immobile. We377

look at the maximum wakefield amplitude excited at variousz378

(Fig. 10), irrespective of the position of the maximum in rela-379

tion to the beam head. There is no analytical prediction for the380

wakefield amplitude, so the result is characterized by agreement381

with high resolution runs and between the codes. Although the382

dependencies produced with different codes do not coincide ex-383

actly, the agreement in Fig. 10 is considered to be good, as the384

process is very sensitive to simulation accuracy because ofthe385

exponential growth of perturbations. Compliance with thistest386

is necessary for reliable simulations of the seeded instability.387

9. High charge driver388

The proton bunch populationNb = 1.15× 1011 discussed in
early studies is typical for multi-bunch operation of the SPS
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but can be increased. In the single-bunch operation regime,
bunches with up toNb = 3 × 1011 protons can be stably pro-
duced at the same bunch length, and this value became the
baseline choice in 2013. The denser driver not only produces
a stronger wakefield (Fig. 11), but also brings the beam–plasma
interaction into a qualitatively new regime. Several effects have
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Figure 11: Calculated maximum amplitudes of the accelerating fieldEz,maxand
of the wakefield potentialΦmax excited along the bunch plotted as functions
of position along the plasma for proton bunch populationsNb = 1.15× 1011

(lower curves) andNb = 3 × 1011 (upper curves). The curves overlap for the
low population.

appeared at these higher densities in simulations: limitation
on the wakefield amplitude caused by nonlinear wavelength
elongation [74, 75], motion of rubidium ions [63, 64], break-
ing of the plasma wave, and positive plasma charging after the
wave breaks [76]. This new regime of beam-plasma interac-
tions turned out to be more difficult for computer simulations,
as the breaking wakefield is always accompanied by numeri-
cal noise in available codes. Because of this, the wakefield in
most theoretical papers is characterized by a scaled wakefield
potential

Φ(r, ξ, z) = ωp

∫ ξ/c

−∞
Ez(r, z, τ) dτ, (5)

which behaves more smoothly than the electric field (Fig. 11).389

Both the potential (5) and the electric fieldEz oscillate with390

the plasma frequency. Envelopes of on-axis potential oscilla-391

tions (at r = 0) are shown in Fig. 12 for two beam popula-392

tions. The horizontal direction in Fig. 12 is the distance along393

the beam, the vertical direction is the distance along the plasma,394

and color is the wakefield amplitude. Figure 12 gives an idea395

of how the wakefield evolves in space and time and also shows396

the qualitative difference between the two baseline cases. The397

higher amplitude wave in Fig. 12(b) quickly decays after reach-398

ing the maximum along the beam, while the lower amplitude399

wave [Fig. 12(a)] persists long after the beam passage. In both400

cases the wakefield decays at the plasma end because of bunch401

train destruction [48, 49]. Figure 12(c) in comparison with402

Fig. 12(b) shows the effect of ion motion. As the initially uni-403

form ion background is perturbed by the wave (at|ξ| & 25 cm),404

the wave almost fully disappears, as Ref. [64] predicts. How-405

ever, this is not the only reason for the high amplitude wave to406

disappear: the wave amplitude can quickly go down even with407

immobile ions, because of wave nonlinearity [74] (atz∼ 3 m in408

Fig. 12(c)).409
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Figure 12: Maps of the wakefield amplitude for (a) low beam population,Nb =

1.15 × 1011, (b) high beam population,Nb = 3 × 1011, and (c) high beam
population with immobile ions.

10. From conceptual design to technical design410

The AWAKE experiment came closer to reality as a more411

suitable site for it was found in the CNGS (CERN Neutrinos to412

Gran Sasso) beam line. The CNGS deep-undergroundarea [77]413

is designed for running an experiment with high proton beam414

energy, just like AWAKE, without any significant radiation is-415

sue. The facility has a 750 m long proton beam line designed416

for a fast extracted beam at 400 GeV. Installing the AWAKE417

experiment upstream of the CNGS target (Fig. 13) was deter-418

mined to be possible with only minor modifications to the end419

of the proton beam line; these include changes to the final fo-420

cusing system and the integration of the laser and electron beam421

with the proton beam. At energies above 75 GeV, the maximum422

field generated in the plasma weakly depends on the driver en-423

LHC tunnel

TI8 tunnel

SPS tunnel

Service gallery

Target
chamber

Access gallery

Decay tunnel

Hadron stop

55 m

AWAKE

ECA4

Connection gallery
to TI8/LHC

Figure 13: The AWAKE experiment in the CNGS facility (from [79]).

ergy [75], and the length of the high field region is roughly424

proportional to the square root of the driver energy. Therefore,425

reduction of the proton energy from 450 GeV to 400 GeV is of426

no significance.427

The efforts to develop the AWAKE project are summarized428

in the Design Report (DR) [78] and its numerous supplements.429

The background physics is also presented in papers [61, 79, 80]430

and conference proceedings [69, 81–85]; Refs. [86–89] are ear-431

lier status papers describing evolution of the project in general.432

On the basis of Design Report, the AWAKE experiment was433

approved in August 2013 and now is under construction. The434

main parameters of the experiment, as they appear in the De-435

sign Report, are given in the second data column of Table 1.436

The status of the AWAKE experiment has been presented at437

this conference [1].438

11. On-axis injection of electrons439

Side injection of electrons is technically challenging [90]440

and has a serious disadvantage in that the parameter window441

in which both trapping and acceleration are good is rather nar-442

row. Figure 14 shows how the final energy spectrum of elec-443

trons changes if injection parameters deviate from the optimal444

values. For the Design Report, the following parameter values445

were used: injection angle for electron beamα0 = 9 mrad, elec-446

tron beam energyWe = 16 MeV, injection delay with respect to447

the ionizing laser pulseξe = 13.6 cm, electron beam trajectory448

intersects the axis atz0 = 3.9 m. These parameters were ob-449

tained from computer simulations. It is expected that the actual450

optimum injection parameters will differ from these so that ex-451

perimental flexibility is required, which is difficult to achieve452

in the side-injection scheme. Therefore, the possibility of using453

on-axis injection in search of a good operation regime for first454

experiments was investigated.455

The term “on-axis injection” refers to propagation of both456

electron and proton beams along the same line starting from457

the entrance to the plasma. This injection method was initially458
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considered ineffective because of wakefield phase velocity is-459

sues, and early computer simulations confirmed this assessment460

[54, 65, 67, 81]. However, a parameter window for high trap-461

ping rate and efficient acceleration was found [91, 92]. The462

better performance is possible because of a supraluminal wake463

wave that appears at the stage of developed self-modulationat464

a certain delay behind the ionizing laser pulse. If the velocity465

of the injected electrons is close to or greater than the phase466

velocity of the wave at the driver self-modulation stage, then467

the electrons are trapped by the wakefield and kept in the po-468

tential wells until the driver beam is fully bunched. After that,469

the electrons are continuously accelerated with the rate that de-470

pends on the distance between the electron bunch and the seed471

laser pulse.472

The parameter window for good on-axis injection is also nar-473

row, but unlike side injection it depends on a single parameter474

– injection delayξe – that is easily controlled by timing. Al-475

though the simulated final electron energy spectrum for on-axis476

injection is not as narrow as for the best side injection variants477

(Fig. 15), there are enough electrons to characterize the accel-478

erating ability of the wakefield. Simulations [92] also indicate479

that electrons injected at radii up to 0.4 mm are still trapped by480

the wave, so the requirements on electron beam focusing are481

somewhat relaxed for the first stages of the experiment. This482
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Figure 16: Simulation of plasma edge smearing after instantaneous opening the
valve with a Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) code [102].

fact is of particular value, as the electron beam size in some483

regimes may be blown up due to interaction with the proton484

beam in the common beamline upstream of the plasma cell [93].485

In the first stages of the experiment, it has been decided to in-486

ject long bunches of electrons so that the exact phasing withthe487

proton bunch modulation is not an issue. The electron bunches488

will be in the order of 10 ps long and will thus cover several489

modulation cycles. Once the SMI is better understood and op-490

timal parameters are found, it is planned to inject short electron491

bunches at the desired phase. The details on the electron source492

and injection system are given in [94, 95].493

The on-axis scenario became the baseline injection option for494

AWAKE in April 2014, and the facility subsystems were de-495

signed for this scheme. Elements of this work are documented496

in conference proceedings [93–100].497

12. Density transitions at the plasma cell ends498

The entrance region in which the plasma density gradually499

increases from zero to the nominal value is potentially danger-500

ous for the axially propagating electron beam. The effect is sim-501

ilar to the plasma lens effect [101]. There is a radial force from502

the magnetic field of the proton beam which is partially neu-503

tralized by the plasma. This force always focuses protons and504

defocuses the electrons. The electric force can overcome the505

defocusing, but only in a slowly-varying density plasma. Oth-506

erwise, the radial electric force acting on an electron oscillates507

as the electron moves to regions of different plasma density, and508

its average becomes negligibly weak. For the parameters of the509

AWAKE experiment, a transition region of length about 10 cm510

is sufficient to defocus the electrons [92].511

In its early versions, the AWAKE baseline design had fast512

valves located at the ends of the vapor column. With the valves513

closed, the temperature uniformity ensured the vapor density514

uniformity along the gas cell. Fluid simulations of the rubidium515

vapor flow showed that the opening time ( 10 ms) of state-of-516

the-art fast valves (developed for AWAKE with VAT, Switzer-517

land) cannot ensure a short enough density ramp. With this518

opening time, the density ramp is about 1 m long (Fig. 16).519

To shorten the transition area, the solution with a continu-520

ously leaking flow through orifices at each end of the vapor cell521
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Figure 17: Schematics of plasma cell with Rb vapor flow through orifices into
expansion volumes.

was proposed (Fig. 17). The rubidium sources should be placed522

as close as possible to the orifices to minimize the density ramp523

length. Thus there is a continuous flow of rubidium from the524

sources to the plasma cell and afterwards from the plasma cell525

to the expansion volumes through the orifices. The walls of the526

expansion volumes should be cold enough to condense all ru-527

bidium atoms. The residual pressure in the expansion volumes528

decreases with the temperature decrease. From the practical529

point of view, it is desirable to keep the walls below 39◦C, the530

melting temperature of rubidium.531

Simulations with an in-house DSMC code and COMSOL
Multiphysics (a Finite Element Method based software) con-
firmed that the density transition area in the case of continuous
flow is as short as several centimeters (Fig. 18). The on-axisgas
density in the expansion volume near the orifice is [103]

n0 =
ne0

2















1− δz/D
√

(δz/D)2 + 0.25















, (6)

whereD = 10 mm is the orifice diameter, andδz is the distance532

to the orifice. The plasma density follows the same density pro-533

file.534

13. Oblique injection535

The continuous gas flow through the orifices reduces the536

length scale of the density transition area, but does not com-537

pletely dispose of the problem of electron defocusing. The low538
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density gas in the expansion volume is ionized by the laser539

pulse in the same manner as in the plasma cell. The proton540

beam excites the seed wakefield in this low-density plasma, and541

this wakefield is defocusing for electrons (Fig. 19). The ampli-542

tude of the defocusing force is approximately constant in a wide543

(almost four orders of magnitude) interval of plasma densities544

from ∼ 2 × 1011cm−3 to the nominal value of 7× 1014cm−3.545

According to formula (6), the defocusing region is 15 cm long.546

This distance is sufficient to deliver the radial momentum of547

about 0.5 MeV/c to electrons thus preventing their trapping by548

the plasma wave.549

Fortunately, the defocusing region does not extend beyond550

the radial plasma boundary (Fig. 19). The electrons that pass551

the upstream expansion volume outside the ionized area prop-552

agate almost freely and some of them can even receive a small553

focusing push of several mrad. The loss of electrons at the den-554

sity transition region thus can be avoided with the oblique in-555

jection (Fig. 20). In this scenario, the electrons approachthe556

axis in the region of constant plasma density and therefore get557

trapped into the established plasma wave. The required injec-558

tion angleαi and radial offset of the electron beam at the orifice559

are small enough, so the oblique injection does not require any560

changes in the facility design, as compared to the on-axis in-561

jection. The optimum values found in simulations are: electron562

delayξe = 11.5 cm, injection angleαi = 2.8 mrad, and focusing563

pointzf = 140 cm.564

The region of good trapping is quite large in the space of565

injection parameters, as compared to the electron beam portrait566

(Fig. 21), so no sharp tuning of the injection angle or focus point567

is required for the best performance. Figure 21 was obtainedfor568

a realistic density profile with the transition area described by569

formula (6) and forξe = 11.5 cm. It also shows that electrons570

that propagate along the axis of the proton beam have no chance571

to be trapped.572
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14. Ramped density573

The new plasma cell design offers the opportunity of cre-574

ating plasma density profiles with a constant density gradient575

along the plasma cell. This gradient naturally appears if the576

continuous flow of rubidium vapor through the entrance and577

exit orifices is unbalanced. The gradient could have a value of578

several percent over 10 m. Unlike shorter scale perturbations579

[59], the gradient has no direct detrimental effect on the accel-580

erated electrons, and the limitation (1) is not applicable to non-581

uniformities of this long scale. The reason is that the change582

of the plasma wavelength is so slow that the proton beam it-583

self has enough time to respond to this change. The resulting584

change of the wakefield structure is favorable for electron ac-585

celeration if the gradient is positive (Fig. 22), as it controls the586

phase of the plasma wave [104]. This effect is illustrated by587

Fig. 23 with the case of strong gradients. The amplitude of the588

electric field is approximately the same in both cases. However,589

electrons gain energy only in case of positive density gradient.590

A negative density gradient results in a gradual increase ofthe591

plasma wavelength and continuous drift of the wakefield phase592

towards the tail of the bunch. A positive density gradient makes593

the phase velocity of the plasma wake equal to or slightly faster594

than the speed of light (at some specific delayξe behind the595

laser pulse). This makes it possible for the electrons to stay in596

phase with the wakefield and gain energy continuously until the597

end of the plasma section.598
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density gradient. To produce this graph, many test 16 MeV electrons injected
with different delayξe, angleαi , and radial offsetr were followed up to the end
of the plasma section.

The best electron energy spectrum found in simulations so far599

is shown in Fig. 24 in comparison with earlier baseline results.600

Higher electron energies (Fig. 22) are also possible at larger601

ξe, but at the expense of reduced trapping efficiency. These602

most recent simulations include the oblique injection, realistic603

plasma boundaries (6) at both ends, and the linear growth of the604

plasma density by 1% over 10 m. About 40% of injected elec-605

trons are trapped and accelerated. This current baseline islisted606

in the last column of Table 1.607

15. Longer term perspectives608

The optimal proton-driven plasma wakefield accelerator609

would use single short proton bunches to drive the plasma wave.610

An accelerator capable of producing high-energy bunches of611

protons with about 100µm length does not exist yet and the612

technology for realizing such an accelerator is not currently in613

hand. We therefore plan to push the modulation approach as far614

as possible to understand what is feasible.615

As discussed in this report, it is advantageous to separate the616

modulation of the bunch from the acceleration stage. A later617

phase of the AWAKE experiment would therefore likely have618

separate plasma cells – the first allowing for seeding and devel-619

opment of the SMI (likely still the rubidium cell) and the second620
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those given in Table 1 (last column). Beam loading is taken into account.

for acceleration of externally injected electrons [105, 106]. The621

latter may need to be 10–100m long or more, and can be based622

on other ionization techniques than laser ionization sinceit does623

not require seeding of the SMI. Three other concepts have been624

therefore explored that would allow scaling plasma sourcesto625

hundreds of meters.626

The discharge cell is based on a pulsed argon plasma pro-627

duced in a glass tube by a microsecond pulsed electric cur-628

rent [105]. With this source, stable creation of 6 meter long,629

almost 100% ionized plasmas of the density up to 1015cm−3
630

has already been demonstrated, and the work continues towards631

measuring and reducing the density nonuniformity to the sub-632

percent level.633

In the helicon source [107, 108], the magnetized plasma is634

created and heated by a right-hand circularly polarized low-635

frequency RF wave (the helicon wave, or the whistler) propa-636

gating along magnetic field lines in a frequency regime between637

the lower hybrid and the electron cyclotron frequency. Since638

external helical antennas are used, the heating power can be639

spatially distributed, allowing for arbitrary plasma lengths. He-640

licon sources usually operate at lower plasma densities than that641

required for AWAKE, so the recent demonstration of plasma642

densities as high as 7× 1014cm−3 [108] was an important mile-643

stone towards suitability of this approach.644

The third concept relies on the so-called Resonance En-645

hanced Multi-Photon Ionization scheme [109]. It is a three-646

photon process which requires significantly lower laser power647

than the non-resonant barrier suppression ionization currently648

used for rubidium ionization.649

In addition to staging the acceleration process, the use of650

more than one plasma cell will also allow us to implement the651

density step required to freeze in the high gradient acceleration652

required to reach very high energies.653

It is important to study the properties of the electron bunch654

after acceleration in a plasma cell, since this will eventually655

limit attainable luminosities with a plasma based accelerator.656

Simulation studies are ongoing with the objective of estab-657

lishing optimal injection parameters for applications, aswell658

as establishing the best technology for a future electron injec-659

tor [106]. For example, how to best preserve electron beam660

quality during the acceleration process must be studied in de-661

tail. The continued developments of theoretical and simula-662

tion efforts, together with experimental results, will pave the663

way for the proposal of a high energy accelerator project based664

on proton beams and the SMI. First ideas on an energy fron-665

tier electron-proton collider based on our scheme has been de-666

scribed in [110, 111].667
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